Evolutionary genetic studies have shown a positive correlation between levels of nucleotide diversity and either rates of recombination or genetic distance to genes. Both positive-directional and purifying selection have been offered as the source of these correlations via genetic hitchhiking and background selection, respectively. Phylogenetically conserved elements (CEs) are short ($100 bp), widely distributed (comprising $5% of genome), sequences that are often found far from genes. While the function of many CEs is unknown, CEs also are associated with reduced diversity at linked sites. Using high coverage (>80Â) whole genome data from two human populations, the Yoruba and the CEU, we perform fine scale evaluations of diversity, rates of recombination, and linkage to genes. We find that the local rate of recombination has a stronger effect on levels of diversity than linkage to genes, and that these effects of recombination persist even in regions far from genes. Our whole genome modeling demonstrates that, rather than recombination or GC-biased gene conversion, selection on sites within or linked to CEs better explains the observed genomic diversity patterns. A major implication is that very few sites in the human genome are predicted to be free of the effects of selection. These sites, which we refer to as the human "neutralome," comprise only 1.2% of the autosomes and 5.1% of the X chromosome. Demographic analysis of the neutralome reveals larger population sizes and lower rates of growth for ancestral human populations than inferred by previous analyses.
Introduction
Recombination is a fundamental force of molecular evolution. Nearby sites on the chromosome are likely coinherited, resulting in correlated evolutionary trajectories. This linkage disequilibrium (LD) between sites reduces the efficiency of natural selection, decreasing fixation rates for positively selected alleles while increasing rates for negatively selected alleles (Hill and Robertson 1966) . Neutral alleles in LD with selected alleles can hitchhike to fixation under a selective sweep (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974) or to extinction under background selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993 ). Both background selection and hitchhiking (herein termed linked selection) distort the underlying ancestral recombination graph (ARG), increasing terminal branch lengths, altering allele frequency spectra (AFS) and generally reducing genetic diversity (Braverman et al. 1995; Tachida 2000; Williamson and Orive 2002; O'Fallon et al. 2010; Desai 2012, 2013) .
Recombination mitigates the effects of linked selection by decoupling selected alleles from the genomic background. In their landmark study, Begun and Aquadro (1992) found that the rate of recombination (R) is significantly correlated with nucleotide diversity (p) in Drosophila, a finding that has been replicated and expanded upon in a variety of species (Nachman 2001; Spencer et al. 2006; Cai et al. 2009; Lohmueller et al. 2011; McGaugh et al. 2012) . Similarly, human diversity is also positively correlated with the minimum genetic distance to genes (G) (Hammer et al. 2010; Gottipati et al. 2011; Prado-Martinez et al. 2013; Arbiza et al. 2014) . The implication of these bodies of work is that linked selection plays a major role in constraining diversity across the genome. Cellular processes such as GC-biased gene conversion (Marais 2003) or the mutagenicity of recombination (Pratto et al. 2014; Arbeithuber et al. 2015; Francioli et al. 2015) may also contribute to these correlations (but see McGaugh et al. 2012 ).
An important question that has not been carefully addressed in humans is how much of the effects of linked selection is driven by evolutionarily constrained regions within and outside of genes. Phylogenetically conserved elements are loci that have far fewer substitutions than would otherwise be expected in a neutral region over a given phylogeny. Classes of phylogenetically conserved elements include ultraconserved elements, which within humans are defined as having 100% identical orthologs between humans, mouse, and rat (Bejerano et al. 2004 ). More relaxed definitions of conserved elements, such as phastCons elements (Siepel et al. 2005) , permit low levels of nucleotide substitution. Conserved elements are not simply mutational coldspots, but instead appear selective (Bejerano et al. 2004; Cooper et al. 2005; Siepel et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2007; Katzman et al. 2007; McVicker et al. 2009; Halligan et al. 2011) . In addition, diversity is reduced within and adjacent to both coding and noncoding phastCons elements (Hernandez et al. 2011; Halligan et al. 2013) . Unlike genes, conserved elements are generally short ($100 bp) and widely distributed sequences (comprising $5% of the genome), suggesting that linked selection to phylogenetically conserved elements may also play role in constraining diversity across the genome.
We investigate the relationships between p, R, and G at genic and nongenic sites across the genome, making use of high coverage whole genome sequence data from two human populations: the Yoruba from Ibadan, Nigeria, and Northern Europeans from Utah. We test the hypothesis that recombination is mutagenic within the nonrepetitive portions of the genome that we consider in our estimates of diversity. We also assess the extent to which GC-biased gene conversion contributes to the relationships among diversity, R and G. By modeling linkage to phylogenetically conserved sequences, we assess their role in shaping genomic patterns of diversity, and then validate this model by testing for linked selection in regions predicted to be unlinked to phastCons elements. This leads to a test of "neutrality" for genomic regions.
Results

Diversity and Linkage on the X Chromosome and the Autosomes
To prepare a data set to estimate local genetic diversity, we partitioned the human genome into nonoverlapping 10-kb loci (see Supplementary Material for justification of locus size). After masking out several classes of repeats, we computed nucleotide diversity (p) and divergence (D) to a human-orang ancestor sequence within each locus for both the Yoruba (YRI, n ¼ 9) and Northern Europeans (CEU, n ¼ 9) based on high coverage ($80Â) whole genomes. Next, we assessed the effects of linkage on diversity at each locus as a function of G, the minimum genetic distance to genes in centimorgans (cM), and R, the length of the locus in cM (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online).
To visualize how G and R jointly affect p/D (p/D is an estimator of effective population size, with the division by D serving to control for variation in the local mutation rate; see Charlesworth 2009 for review), we bin loci using the marginal distributions of both G and R, by deciles in the autosomes and quartiles on the X chromosome. For each bin, we display the median value of p/D ( fig. 1 and supplementary fig.  S2 , Supplementary Material online). As expected, we find that diversity increases with the genetic distance to genes (left to right columns), consistent with previous work (Hammer et al. 2010; Gottipati et al. 2011; Arbiza et al. 2014) . Surprisingly, p/D also increases with R (bottom to top rows) for both types of chromosomes regardless of the value of G. This gradient is even evident in the last column of figure 1, which is composed of loci !0.46 cM from genes on the autosomes and !0.13 cM from genes on the X chromosome. The expected disequilibrium coefficient r 2 is quite small between these loci and the nearest gene. Taking the expected value of r to be N e m (assuming conservative values; N e ¼ 10,000 and an inheritance scalar of 3 on the X chromosome), these expected values are <0.005 on the autosomes and < 0.025 on the X chromosome. Thus, the last column of figure 1a shows the case of loci essentially unlinked from genes. Both p (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online) and D (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online) examined separately show the same general trends, though with a much more pronounced effect for p.
To assess statistical significance of the observed trends, we used iterated reweighted least squares (IRLS) regression on the model p/D $ G þ R for the autosomes (A) and the X chromosome (X) separately, with estimated standardized slope coefficients b providing a measure of effect size (see Supplementary Material). Diversity on the X chromosome was scaled both by 0.75 (i.e., assuming a 1:1 sex ratio) and by the more conservative value of 0.95 (approximating the upper bound of Arbiza et al. 2012) . All b are significantly >0 (P < 0.001 across all comparison). Further they satisfy b XG > b XR > b AR > b AG (P < 0.001 across all comparisons in the YRI, P < 0.05 for the CEU) (Materials and Methods, table 1). The slope on the autosomes for R (b AR ) is significantly larger than that for G (b AG ). The reverse inequality holds on the X chromosome, with both coefficients being larger on the X chromosome than on the autosomes. We note that b XG > b AG is the primary finding of Hammer et al. (2010) , where the interpretation is that linked selection on genes reduces diversity more rapidly on the X chromosome than on the autosomes.
The Correlation between R and p/D There are three possible explanations for the observed positive correlation between R and p/D: 1) recombination is itself mutagenic (Pratto et al. 2014; Arbeithuber et al. 2015; Francioli et al. 2015) , 2) GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC) may influence allele frequencies (Marais 2003) , or 3) selection at noncoding (e.g., regulatory) sites are having a significant impact on local genetic diversity (recall that we only consider the distance from genes in the analysis above). Below, we examine the evidence for each.
The Local Recombination Rate of De Novo Mutations
A direct measure of local mutation rate can be obtained by examining the distribution of de novo mutations identified via whole genome sequencing of families. We obtained two large genomic data sets consisting of 4,917 (Kong et al. 2012) and 11,010 (Francioli et al. 2015) such mutations, which we refer to as the Decode and GoNL data sets, respectively. To mirror our estimates of diversity, we masked repeats (see Supplementary Material), leaving 1,467 Decode and 2,166 GoNL mutations in the nonrepetitive portions of the genome. We then tested if the recombination rate at sites Role of Phylogenetically Conserved Elements in Shaping Patterns . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy145 MBE with de novo mutations exceeded that of the genomic average.
To control for the effect of sequence context on mutation rate (e.g., enrichment of mutation rates at CpG sites, which in turn are generally enriched in recombination hotspots; Nachman 2001) we generated a null distribution by extracting genome-wide sites that matched the trinucleotide distribution of the de novo mutations, yielding 67,394,212 and 60,392,816 sites in our Decode data set and GoNL data set, respectively.
For nonrepetitive regions the Decode de novo data set had a mean local recombination rate of 1.48 cM/Mb (SD: 4.90), while its matching null set had a mean of 1.47 cM/Mb (SD: 5.06). The GoNL de novo data set had a mean local recombination rate of 1.57 cM/Mb (SD: 5.53), while its matching null set had a mean of 1.47 cM/Mb (SD: 5.06). Pooling the data sets yielded a mean de novo local recombination rate of 1.53 cM/Mb (SD: 5.06), which was not significantly different than the pooled null sets (P ¼ 0.48, 2-tailed Welch t-test). Repeating this procedure on the whole genome, including repetitive sequences but limited to the range of the HapMap genetic map, yielded a mean local recombination rate of de novo mutations of 1.54 cM/Mb (SD: 5.56) (1.51 cM/ Mb SD: 5.38 for Decode, 1.56 cM/Mb SD: 5.63 for GoNL). The pooled trinucleotide-matching null set for Decode (n ¼ 227,640,296) and GoNL (n ¼ 206, 352, 696) had a mean local recombination rate of 1.37 cM/Mb (SD ¼ 4.72), which is significantly different from the combined set of 15,927 (4,917 Decode and 11,010 GoNL) de novo mutations (P ¼ 0.00013, 2-tailed Welch t-test). Thus, the expected local recombination rate of de novo mutations is significantly greater than that of the genomic average suggesting that recombination is associated with mutagenesis, consistent with previous works ( NOTE.
-Within a population the beta coefficients are ordered, and the P value is given comparing a given coefficient to the coefficient in the row that is given in the table.
Woerner et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy145 Francioli et al. 2015) . However, when constrained to the nonrepetitive portions of the genome, this effect no longer has significant statistical support.
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GC-Biased Gene Conversion
Another cellular process that may induce a positive correlation between diversity and R ( fig. 2 ) is GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC). With gBGC, heterozygous genotypes near recombination-initiated double-strand breaks are preferentially converted from weakly bonded (W: A, T) to strongly bonded (S: G, C) states (Strathern et al. 1995; Marais 2003) . This GC-biased DNA repair is posited to create a fixation bias whose effects have been shown in the AFS for the populations considered here (Katzman et al. 2011) . As gBGC induces fixation biases for S!W and W!S mutations, we performed our heatmap and regression analyses limited to S!S and W!W transversions, which are gBGC-independent. Visualizations of the joint effects of R and G on p/D under this condition largely recapitulate our original findings ( fig. 3 and supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online), though the exclusion of so many variable sites increases the variance in our estimate of p/D. As before, IRLS regression analysis allows us to infer that all slope coefficients were significantly positive in both populations on both the X chromosome and the autosomes (P < 0.001), and that b XR > b AR > b AG in the YRI (P < 0.001 and in the CEU P < 0.02, supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Curiously, in both the YRI and the CEU, we could not conclude that b XG > b XR . This may be due to reduced power as a result of considering $1/6 the number of variable sites. We also note that our consideration of only S!S and W!W transversions serves as an additional control on the mutagenic effects of recombination, which is believed to be restricted to transitions (Arbeithuber et al. 2015) . Overall, we conclude that neither gBGC nor the mutagenicity of recombination are driving the trends seen in figure 1.
The Linkage to phastCons Elements
If selection is driving the trend between p/D and R, it follows that this trend must largely stem from selection at nongenic sites. To evaluate this hypothesis, we examined 725,430 phylogenetically conserved phastCons elements inferred over a primate phylogeny downloaded from the UCSC genome database. Primate phastCons elements are short (Mean: 145 bp, SD: 141 bp) genomic regions that have a marked lack of substitutions over the given phylogeny. Even though only $27% of these elements overlap coding regions, they have long-term selective effects. We first computed the (minimum) genetic distance of each of our 10-kb loci to conserved exonic (phastCons) elements (CEEs) and to conserved nonexonic (phastCons) elements (CNEs) in the YRI. To evaluate the effects of linkage to these elements, we removed loci that overlapped either CNEs or CEEs, leaving 58,314 and 5,365 loci on the autosomes and X chromosome, respectively. As phastCons elements are so numerous, nearly all of the remaining loci were extremely close to at least one conserved element (see McVicker et al. 2009 ), with loci on the autosomes and the X chromosome having a mean minimum distance of 0.0067 cM (SD: 0.0261) and 0.0093 cM (SD: 0.0264), respectively. We then used IRLS regression to model the relative effects of linkage using the minimum genetic distances to CEE elements (D CEE ) and to CNE elements (D CNE ). We modeled p/D $ D CEE þ D CNE separately for the X chromosome and the autosomes. Consistent with previous works (Hernandez et al. 2011; Halligan et al. 2013) 
079 for the autosomes and X chromosome, respectively. Thus, the effect sizes (slope coefficients) for linkage to phastCons elements are approximately the same size as that of either linkage to genes or for the local rate of recombination (also see table 1), perhaps suggesting a comparable level of importance between linkage to phastCons elements and the trends apparent in figure 1 . The coefficients b DCNE and b DCEE were not significantly different from each other within the X chromosome (P ¼ 0.37, nonparametric bootstrap) or within the autosomes (P ¼ 0.81, nonparametric bootstrap), suggesting that linkage to the nearest CNE and CEE have approximately equally impacts on diversity, though CNEs are roughly three times more common than CEEs.
Modeling Linkage to Conserved Elements
We hypothesize that conserved elements are the primary drivers of the trends seen in figure 1. One way to assess this hypothesis is to identify regions of the genome that are
The role of base composition on different mutation types. GCbiased gene conversion (gBGC) increases the fixation probability of strongly bonded base pairs (S, G or C) over weakly bonded base pairs (W, T or A). Thus, gBGC can increase diversity (upward arrow, bottom left) or decrease diversity (downward arrow, top right) for transitions (I) and transversions (V) alike. Similarly, recombination-induced mutagenesis is almost entirely exclusive to CpG mutations, which are S!W transitions (Arbeithuber et al. 2015) . To avoid both phenomena, we repeated our experiments using the beige class of S!S and W!W transversions (beige).
Role of Phylogenetically Conserved Elements in Shaping Patterns . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy145 MBE completely unlinked to phastCons elements and assess if the trends in figure 1 are still apparent. This solution, however, is lacking as most genomic bases reside in or near a conserved element (McVicker et al. 2009 ), which further suggests that thresholding on a minimum genetic distance to phastCons elements is unlikely to yield large enough distances and/or sufficient numbers of loci to adequately explore this hypothesis. A more feasible approach is to model the effects of linked selection on diversity across every nucleotide in the human genome; thus not only would minimum genetic distances be considered but the cumulative effects of all putatively selective sites. Loci predicted to be (nearly) unlinked from phastCons elements could then be tested for, say, correlations between diversity and recombination as a means to assess our original hypothesis. We used the approach of Halligan et al. (2013) (their Model C) to model the effects of linkage to CEE and CNE elements throughout the human genome. Unlike other genomic models of linked selection (McVicker et al. 2009; Elyashiv et al. 2016) , which are directly derived from theory on background selection and genetic hitchhiking Nordborg et al. 1996; Barton 1998; Gillepsie 2000) , Model C is a phenomenological model that describes the diversity trough apparent around putative sites of selection, making it perhaps more robust to the violation of assumptions on the modes, strengths, and types of selection than other more heavily parameterized approaches (Elyashiv et al. 2016) . Further, Model C is especially appropriate for the inference of neutral sequence as its predictions need only be accurate for describing a lack of linked selection (i.e., when there is little predicted linked selection).
In Model C diversity at linked sites decays exponentially around conserved elements, and diversity at a given site is taken as a product over all linked selective sites (Materials and Methods). Model C predicts diversity at every locus considering all phastCons elements within 1 cM of that locus, and we normalize this prediction into m (Materials and Methods).
In other words, the value of m is a measure of the local reduction in p/D explained by linkage to nearby phastCons elements, with lower values indicating lower (expected) diversity.
The mean value of m on the X chromosome is 0.85 (SD: 0.13), which is significantly smaller than the mean value on the autosomes (0.89, SD: 0.12, P < 2.2e-16, Welch two-tailed ttest). To evaluate the overall distribution of m, the empirical cumulative distribution function of m was computed on both the autosomes and the X chromosome ( fig. 4) . Consistent with the estimates of the mean m, the X chromosome appears to generally have a lower m (e.g., $25% of X chromosome loci have a m < 0.75, while this is true of only $11% of autosomal loci), suggesting more selective constraint on the X chromosome. This is consistent with previous findings (McVicker et al. 2009; Hammer et al. 2010; Gottipati et al. 2011; Veeramah et al. 2014 ).
Determining Sites Unaffected by Selection
We developed an approach to determine a cutoff for the minimum value for m that removes the effects seen in figure 1 under the simplifying assumption that linked selection acts solely to reduce diversity. Specifically, at this cutoff, we lose all statistically significant positive correlations between any pair of choices among p/D, and R, G, and m. This can be framed as an approach to the problem of finding so-called "neutral" sequence, that is, those loci where the distribution of allele frequencies are dictated solely by the rate of mutation and genetic drift and not by any direct or indirect (i.e., linked) effects of selection. We term the total set of all neutral loci in a genome the neutralome. We note that a lack of correlation between R, G, (and even m), and p/D is a necessary condition of a sequence to be neutral.
Using statistical tests of both linear and of monotonic relationships, we find that thresholding on m ! 99% on the X chromosome and m ! 99.9% on the autosomes is sufficient to remove any significant correlations between MBE diversity, R, G, and m (Materials and Methods). These results persist both when the data from the autosomes and the X chromosome are evaluated separately, and when they are pooled. Pooling increases our power to detect correlations while mitigating concerns about the smaller sample size of the X chromosome. Visual inspection of relationship between p/D and R further supports our assertion that the neutralome removes not just the significance, but also the trends seen in figure 1 (fig. 5 and supplementary figs. S6-S8, Supplementary Material online). The neutralome's size, by genomic standards, is quite small, with only 3,606 and 787 10-kb loci appearing neutral on the autosomes and X chromosome, respectively.
The AFS and Estimates of H in Different Genomic Regions
To evaluate the properties of our neutralome, we compared it against regions predicted to be neutral by Neutral Region Explorer (NRE) (Arbiza et al. 2012) . NRE finds neutral regions parametrically, allowing the user to select specific criteria (e.g., thresholds on the minimum genetic distance to genes, local recombination rate, and background selection coefficients; McVicker et al. 2009 ) that may yield regions unaffected by selection. We downloaded regions identified as neutral by NRE using all parameters set to their defaults (background coefficient >0.95, > 0.4 cM from genes, >0.9 cM/Mb). We considered all 10-kb loci from the YRI that overlapped the genomic coordinates identified as neutral by NRE yielding a candidate set of 6,140 NRE loci (276 on the X chromosome). In total 659 loci (154 on the X chromosome) were both identified by NRE and are in the neutralome. As the size of the NRE set was larger than the neutralome, and perhaps may be less "neutral" as a result, a second NRE set (NRE, bg97) was constructed by further constraining the background selection coefficient of McVicker et al. (2009) to a minimum of 0.97. This more restricted set is composed of 4,212 loci (164 on the X chromosome), which shares 533 loci with the neutralome (92 on the X chromosome).
For all sets of loci, we computed two estimates of the population mutation rate, h W and p, dividing each by divergence to correct for mutation rate heterogeneity, as well as Tajima's D (1989) , Fu and Li's D (1993) , and Thomson's estimator of the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) (Hudson 2007) . The means of each of these parameters were compared using 2-tailed Welch t-tests.
The neutralome has significantly higher mean autosomal p/D (0.083) than loci identified by NRE using the default parameters (0.076, P < 1e-18) or with the more conservative NRE, bg97 set (0.077, P < 1e-12), though no significant differences were found on the X chromosome ( fig. 6 and supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online). The lack of significance on the X chromosome may again in part reflect a lack of power due to a limited sample size. The neutralome also has significantly higher autosomal Tajima's D (P < 1e-4) and Fu and Li's D (P < 1e-10) ( fig. 7 ) compared with the NRE set, indicating an excess of rare variants in the NRE loci compared with the neutralome. When constrained to the NRE, bg97 set Tajima's D becomes marginally significantly different (P ¼ 0.054), while Fu and Li's D remains significantly different (P < 1e-10). Lastly, we see a striking reduction in TMRCA for both sets of NRE loci (P < 1e-20 for NRE, P < 1e-13 NRE, bg97). This reduction may stem from positive correlations between TMRCA and h.
To assess if the neutralome impacts demographic inference, we fit the AFS to a 2-epoch instantaneous growth model using oaoI (Gutenkunst et al. 2009 ) on the autosomes in the YRI. We estimated the ancestral population size (Na), the growth rate (n), and the time of the start of growth (T) assuming a mutation rate of 2.5Â10
À8 (Nachman and Crowell 2000) . These parameters were estimated for both NRE sets, the neutralome, and for a reference, with 4-fold degenerate sites. Further, several filtering and scaling adjustments were made in this process. Models were fit considering all segregating sites, and again using sites inconsistent with CpG mutations (table 2). To ensure that these inferences were not driven solely by differences in h, the number of callable bases for the NRE set and the NRE, bg97 set were scaled by the ratio of mean p/D compared with that of the neutralome (9.23% for NRE, 7.7% for NRE, bg97, Theta scaling, Materials and Methods, table 2).
When considering all sites, Na was significantly higher in the neutralome than in regions found by NRE and in 4-fold degenerate sites (table 2, bootstrapped P < 0.05 across all comparisons). Excluding CpGs (removing $1/3 of all sites) removed all significant effects with respect to the NRE loci, though Na was marginally significantly different between both NRE sets and the neutralome. Consistent with our analysis of Fu and Li's D, n in the neutralome was significantly less than the NRE loci (marginally so for the NRE, bg97 loci) across FIG. 4 . The empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of . is a prediction of nucleotide diversity relative to a neutral rate of 1.0. The predictions are off of nonlinear least squares fitting of observed diversity levels to linkage to phastCons elements from Model C of Halligan et al. (2013) . In general, the X chromosome (black) shows lower (consistent with more constraint) than the autosomes (gray).
Role of Phylogenetically Conserved Elements in Shaping Patterns . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy145 MBE the same comparisons (table 2), consistent with an excess of rare variants in the NRE loci and in 4-fold degenerate sites. The time of growth (T) varied across our choices of "neutral" samples, though only rarely were the differences to the NRE loci significant. Attempting to correct for differences in the underlying h removed all significant effects save for n in the original NRE data set (though Na in the NRE data set obtained marginal significance at P ¼ 0.055). As the inference on n is independent of the number of (scaled) bases (and thus is invariant to the correction), this perhaps points to differences in the population mutation rate driving many of the differences in the estimated parameters.
Discussion
The Pervasive Effects of Linked Selection Using high coverage whole genomes from two human populations, we show that even if only $5-15% of sites in the human genome are directly targeted by selection (Chinwalla et al. 2002; Cooper et al. 2005; Siepel et al. 2005; Meader et al. 2010; Ponting and Hardison 2011; Rands et al. 2014; Schrider and Kern 2017) , the indirect action of selection at linked sites causes genetic diversity in up to 99% of the genome to be demonstrably reduced from neutral expectations. On genomic scales, the effects of linked selection up to this point have solely been framed either with respect to how linked a particular locus is to the nearest genic source of selection (Hammer et al. 2010; Gottipati et al. 2011; Arbiza et al. 2014) , or with correlations between diversity, gene-density and rates of recombination (Cai et al. 2009; Lohmueller et al. 2011) . We examined the dependence of p/D against two genomic measures sensitive to selection at linked sites, the minimum genetic distance to genes and the local rate of recombination, and show that genetic diversity is influenced by both measures at fine scales throughout the genome ( fig. 1 ). While both R and G are positively correlated with diversity, the effect of R is far greater than that of G on the autosomes (table 1) . This effect is neither driven by GC-biased gene conversion nor the mutagenicity of recombination ( fig. 3 ). Instead we find that these patterns are primarily caused by linked selection at nongenic sites, an argument that is bolstered when we consider the sizable effect of R on diversity in loci that are generally unlinked from all genic sites of selection (the last column of fig. 1a ).
Our hypothesis of the effect of linked selection at both genic and nongenic loci is consistent with other aspects of our findings. First, linked selection may have sizable impacts on diversity, while it has at most a modest effect on patterns of divergence (Birky and Walsh 1988; but see McVicker et al. 2009 ). Consistent with this both p and D are correlated with R and G, with the effect much stronger for p than D (supplementary figs. S3 and S4, Supplementary Material online). 
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Examination of these patterns on the X chromosome versus the autosomes also supports our linked-selection hypothesis. As the X chromosome is exposed to selection in males, beneficial recessive alleles are much more likely to be driven to fixation, while alleles with equivalent selection coefficients are more likely be lost to drift on the autosomes (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974; Charlesworth 1996) . Veeramah et al. (2014) estimated that 46-51% of nonsynonymous mutations are driven to fixation by positive selection on the X chromosome, compared with 4-24% on the autosomes. Given this vast disparity in the rates of genic adaptive substitution between the X chromosome and the autosomes in humans, and the hitchhiking that results from this, it is perhaps unsurprising that the effect size for G on the X chromosome (b XG ) is greater than that of the autosomes (b AG ) (table 1), consistent with previous works (Hammer et al. 2010; Gottipati et al. 2011; Arbiza et al. 2014 ). In addition, for linked selection that includes nongenic sites, the effect for R on the X chromosome (b XR ) is larger than that of the autosomes (b AR ) (table 1), suggesting that this faster X effect may be acting on regulatory elements in addition to genic elements, though perhaps to a lesser degree as b XG > b XR . Attributing b XR > b AR to other nonselective causes, however, is more difficult, and perhaps requires a mechanistic sex-biased explanation consistent with the X chromosome spending 2/3 of its time in females (but see Goldberg and Rosenberg 2015) .
In considering the role that nongenic selective sites may have on population genetic diversity, we examined the effects of being linked to phylogenetically conserved phastCons elements inferred in primates. Using the same metrics as with G, we show that the effect size for being linked to the nearest conserved nonexonic elements (CNE) is as great as it is for conserved exonic elements (CEE) on both the X chromosome and the autosomes. This not only supports the hypothesis that linked selection to conserved (putatively regulatory) sites is as important as exonic sites but as CNEs outnumber CEEs nearly 3:1, it may suggest that the cumulative effects of being linked to regulatory sequence may be greater than the cumulative effects for being linked to protein-coding sequence.
The Human Neutralome While our findings are consistent with the action of selection at linked sites, the extent that the linked selection to phastCons elements drives the patterns seen in figure 1 remains to be seen. Prior works have identified loci that are (effectively) unlinked from genes simply by setting a threshold on the genetic distance between a given locus and its closest genic nucleotide (Hammer et al. 2010; Gottipati et al. 2011; Arbiza et al. 2014) . This thresholding strategy is unlikely to hold for phastCons elements, especially when tests of statistical significance are employed. As phastCons elements are widely distributed, any given locus is likely quite close (in this study, mean minimum genetic distance is 0.0067 cM) to a single such element. Thus, their small size and distributed nature necessitates a more comprehensive measure on the FIG. 7. Mean Fu and Li's D (6 SEM) in several regions of the autosomes (left) and the X chromosome (right). NRE loci are regions predicted to be neutral by Neutral Region Explorer, while the neutralome refers to loci identified in this study. The NRE loci considered were obtained either using the default settings (NRE, with a minimum background selection coefficient of 0.95), or with a minimum background selection coefficient of 0.97 (NRE, bg97). Relative to a neutral model with no growth, negative Fu and Li's D signifies an excess of singletons, while positive values indicate a reduction in singletons. Weak background selection and genetic hitchhiking may both lead to negative Fu and Li's D, as will demographic effects such as population growth.
FIG. 6.
Mean p/D (6 SEM) in several regions of the autosomes (left) and the X chromosome (right). NRE loci are regions predicted to be neutral by Neutral Region Explorer, while the neutralome refers to loci identified in this study. The NRE loci considered were obtained either using the default settings (NRE, with a minimum background selection coefficient of 0.95), or with a minimum background selection coefficient of 0.97 (NRE, bg97). Genic and nongenic loci are also included for comparison purposes. Lower p/D is consistent with higher levels of background selection and/or genetic hitchhiking.
Role of Phylogenetically Conserved Elements in Shaping Patterns . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy145 MBE amounts of linked selection that takes into account not just the closest nucleotides in the genetic map, but the cumulative effects of all linked nucleotides. To this end, we applied the approach of Halligan et al. (2013) to infer m for each of our 10-kb loci (see Supplementary Material and supplementary figs. S9-S13, Supplementary Material online), with reductions in m stemming solely from linkage to the local distribution of phastCons elements. The genomic distribution of m shows that while $70% genomic bases are weakly linked to sites of selection (m ¼ 80-99%), only $2% are apparently decoupled from sites of selection (m > 99.9% on the autosomes) (fig. 4) .
In this study, we sought to identify loci that are generally unlinked to phastCons elements (i.e., with m close to 1), to assess the hypothesis that these elements are instrumental in driving the trends seen in figure 1. Determining whether loci with high m exhibit these same relationships is delicate. Notably, phastCons elements are unlikely to be the sole targets of selection in the genome, thus some loci with high m may nevertheless be linked to a target of selection. For example, genic sites that do not intersect phastCons elements are not included in our estimate of m. A simpler, and testable, approach is to assume that selective sites occur in a background that contains some appreciable density of phastCons elements. With this assumption, it follows that if m is sufficiently large-that is, we are generally far from the linked effects of phastCons elements-then perhaps the trends in figure 1 will no longer be apparent. Thresholding solely on the value of m is sufficient to remove both gradients apparent in figure 1, as well as any significant correlations with m itself (see Supplementary Material, fig. 5 , and supplementary figs. S6-S8 and tables S2 and S4-S6, Supplementary Material online). The high thresholds on m lead to a diminutive human neutralome and demonstrate that linked selection, or perhaps some other (perhaps mechanistic) force that is tightly linked to phastCons elements, is the primary contributor to the correlation between p/D and R (and G).
The Neutralome versus Other Definitions of Neutrality
Demographic inferences are based on the assumption that the sequences considered are "neutral." We show that regions identified as neutral by NRE-regions that consider both linkage to genes and background selection in their definitionslead to statistically significantly different values for the summary statistics than that of the neutralome. Some of NOTE.-Sites from the neutralome, 4-fold degenerate sites, those identified by NRE, and those with a more stringent background selection coefficient (bg97) were assessed with @a@I in the YRI. A three-parameter model instantaneous growth model was fit, inferring three parameters: An ancestral population size (Na), a proportional size change (n), and the time (T, in generations) of that change. @a@I was assessed using all sites, all sites save CpG mutations, and with all sites and changing the number of sampled bases to reflect differences in p/D in the NRE data sets (Theta scaling). P values and confidence intervals were assessed by bootstrap, with the former relative to the neutralome.
these effects are less apparent when one considers sites with less predicted background selection (NRE, bg97), though reductions in power from a limited sample size likely also contribute to this finding. On the autosomes, the neutralome has higher effective population size than the loci identified by NRE ( fig. 6 ), further, it has fewer low-frequency polymorphisms, as measured by Tajima's D (supplementary table  S3 , Supplementary Material online) and Fu and Li's D (fig. 7 ). This suggests that linked selection is not only reducing h in the NRE loci but it is altering the distribution of the AFS (Tachida 2000; Williamson and Orive 2002; Desai 2012, 2013) . While incorrect estimates of h may only bias parameter estimates by a constant factor, changes to the AFS may fundamentally alter the demographic inference. To assess this, we fit a simple 2-epoch instantaneous growth model using oaoI (Gutenkunst et al. 2009 ) considering sites in the neutralome, and two nested sets of loci identified NRE, as well as in 4-fold degenerate sites. All three demographic parameters varied considerably across these definitions of "neutral" sites, with the use of regions with greater selective impacts (4-fold degenerate sites and loci found by NRE) inferring a smaller ancestral effective population size, as well as larger population growth. Taken together this suggests the linked selection biases demographic inference in regions either classically considered to be neutral (4-fold sites), as well as sites that have been carefully chosen to minimize the effects of linked selection (NRE). While skews in the allele frequency spectrum, and the demographic biases that result, may seem to have a limited scope, demographic models serve as powerful null models for inferences on selective processes (Keightley and Eyre-Walker 2012; Singh et al. 2013; Veeramah et al. 2014; Hsieh et al. 2016; Uricchio et al. 2016) . Thus, it follows that biased null demographic models may induce bias in the testing of alternative models of selection, though it should be noted that a "correct" null demographic model is not always necessary to make inference on selection (Messer and Petrov 2013; Tataru et al. 2017) . However, the correct null model will always depend on the specifics of the hypotheses tested, and in some cases, say, distinguishing positive from negative selection, a null model of background selection may instead be preferred (Comeron 2017) . Genomic patterns of diversity are shaped by a combination of forces, including those that act within the cell (e.g., mutation and recombination), as well as those that act at the individual and population levels (e.g., demographic processes and natural selection). One of the key findings of this study is that due to the combined effects of selection and recombination, very few sites in the genome are unaffected by natural selection. This highlights the importance of considering only regions that are unlinked to phastCons elements when making inferences on the demographic history of human populations.
Materials and Methods
Samples and Locus Preparation
We used a total of 18 high coverage whole genomes, 9 West African samples (YRI), and 9 European samples (CEU), made publicly available by Complete Genomics (Drmanac et al. 2010) . We computed nucleotide diversity (p) across the genome in nonoverlapping 10-kb windows of the hg19 genome. Divergence was computed from the 46-way Multiz vertebrate alignments made available from the UCSC genome browser website (Kent et al. 2002) . Using the rhesus macaque to polarize sites, we computed the average divergence between each population and the ancestor of humans and orangutans. Both p and D were computed using a mixture of male and female samples. To perform such calling on the X chromosome, we utilized the ploidy information imbedded in the .tsv files for all samples. Similar to our analysis of de novo mutations (below), sites that fell in microsatellites, simple repeats, repetitive elements, segmental duplications, self-chain regions, as well as regions identified as copy number, structural variants or as uncallable by Complete Genomics, were removed from our analysis. After masking, 10-kb windows with 1 kb of callable sequence in either population or that were outside of our genetic map were also removed, giving a total sample size of 244,661 autosomal loci and 12,491 X chromosome loci.
We used the population averaged (YRIþCEU) genetic map from HapMap (Frazer et al. 2007) , and scaled the X chromosome by 2 = 3 to compute all genetic distances. The UCSC known genes track (downloaded on 12/04/2015) (Hsu et al. 2006) , which includes both protein coding and RNA genes, was analyzed using a custom perl script. For each locus, we computed in centimorgans (cM), the genetic length R and the minimum distance to genes G.
phastCons Element Analysis phastCons elements inferred in primates were downloaded from the UCSC genome database (Kent et al. 2002) , and their positions were encoded relative to the hg19 genome. The primates used in this inference are: chimpanzees (panTro2) gorilla (gorGor1) rhesus (rheMac2), baboon (papHam1), marmoset (calJac1), tarsier (tarSyr1), mouse lemur (micMur1), and bushbaby (otoGar1). We applied Ensembl's (version 72) perl API (Yates et al. 2016 ) to find exons from canonical protein-coding genes and divided phastCons conserved elements into two categories; 196,044 elements that intersected protein-coding exons (conserved exonic elements, or CEEs), and 529,386 elements that did not (conserved nonexonic elements, or CNEs). Using our 10-kb loci, including those that overlap genes, we computed the minimum genetic distance to CEE and CNE elements using the HapMap genetic map (Frazer et al. 2007 ).
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online.
Data Access
The code used to generate our estimates of m across the genome is available at https://github.com/Ahhgust/ Neutralome. A bed file of the human neutralome is available Role of Phylogenetically Conserved Elements in Shaping Patterns . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy145 MBE at: http://hammerlab.biosci.arizona.edu/Neutralome/neutralome.html
